
COSI On Wheels took us on an adventure into Outer 
Space with the ASTOUNDING ASTRONOMY program!

Today our class took a trip that was out of this world when the COSI On Wheels: Astounding 
Astronomy program came to our school. We started off the day by meeting a “world 
traveler” whose next great trip would be to our Solar System. After learning just how big our 
solar system is, we experienced a rocket launch! We got to see how big, powerful, and 

important our Sun is and we didn’t even need sunglasses. After seeing how hard it would be 
for us to walk around Venus because of its enormous atmospheric pressure, we learned how we 

would have to pack our suitcase with both warm and cold 
clothing to visit Mercury. We even saw examples of the rovers 

that NASA has sent to Mars. We were shown the extreme temperatures of the outer planets. By using 
materials on Earth like dirt and liquid nitrogen, we even helped to make a comet!

After the assembly we had the chance to become astronomers ourselves and try 
out several different hands-on activities. Remotely Operated Vehicles showed us 
the difficulties mission control faces when communicating to rovers on Mars. 
At Stellar Stories, we learned about the constellations and their placement in the night sky. 
With Weighting on the World, we had a chance to see how much things would weigh on other 
plants compared to Earth. A bowling ball that was 10 pounds on Earth would weigh only 1.5 

pounds on the moon and 23.5 pounds 
on Jupiter!

Astronomy is the science of looking at celestial objects like planets, stars, 
comets and their interactions. The study of astronomy has been around for 
centuries. Early civilizations created monuments such as the Egyptian pyramids, 
Mayan temples, Native American earth mounds and Stonehenge, which were adorned with celestial objects. Sailors 
have used the stars to navigate their ships for centuries! The invention of the telescope propelled our learning to what 

we currently know about space today. Astronomers are still finding new planets and even galaxies! Without the study of 
astronomy, we would not know how lucky we are to have such a unique and special planet, our Earth.

A COSI membership provides a full year of FUN for one great price. Become a member today and receive FREE admission to COSI, 
free admission to over 300 science centers worldwide, and great member discounts. Visit cosi.org or the COSI Box Office for details.

ONE FREE

Discount Admission Reward for Completing the COSI On Wheels Program:

Youth General Admission
With One Paid Adult General Admission

Bring this coupon to COSI for one free Youth General COSI Admission with one paid Adult full price General COSI Admission. Valid through 9/4/17. Limit ONE coupon per offer. Same day onsite sales only. Not valid 
for Group Admission, Special Admission exhibits, Family Friday Nights, The Planetarium, National Geographic Giant Screen Theater, or other special engagements. Cannot be combined with other admission or discount 
offers. No cash value. COW: AA



Here are some new things that I learned today:

1.

2.

3.

We learned lots of cool things today, which are aligned with Ohio’s Academic Content Standards. COSI is a dynamic and interactive science 
center in Columbus, Ohio. Since 1982, the COSI On Wheels traveling outreach program has been bringing hands-on science education into 
elementary schools all across Ohio and surrounding states.

WEBSITES TO SURF
• www.nasa.gov
• www.nasa.gov/audience/forkids/kidsclub/flash
• apod.nasa.gov/apod
•  www.hubblesite.org
• www.solarsystemscope.com
• www.spacetoday.org
• www.spaceweather.com
• www.nasm.si.edu/ceps/gaw
• www.kidsastronomy.com

SIGN UP FOR COSI’S FREE QUARTERLY E-NEWS 
and receive a $5 COSI general admission discount 
coupon by email! Subscribe today at cosi.org!

 Try this experiment at home…

PAPER ROCKET
Materials needed: 
Paper
Scotch Tape
Scissors
Pencil
Straw

1. Wrap a piece of paper (4 cm x 28 cm) around a pencil in a spiral fashion so it spans 
 from the tip to the eraser. Tape the paper in place in at least three different places 
 (but not to the pencil) and then remove the pencil. Cut off the ends of the paper tube.
2. Fold one of the ends over and tape it down to make the nose of the rocket.
3. Cut out fins and tape them to the rocket at the open end.
4. Insert the straw into the paper tube. 
5. Blow through the straw to “launch” your rocket. How far did your rocket go?

Try this activity with different fins for your rocket. How many fins should we have? What kind of shape should the fins be? 
How big should they be? Where should we tape them? Launch your rocket again. Were you able to improve your distance?
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Please visit cosi.org or call 614.228.2674 for hours of operation.

BOOKS TO READ
• Eye Wonder: Space (Eye Wonder) by Carole Stott
• If You Decide To Go To The Moon by Faith McNulty
• Space: A Visual Encyclopedia edited by DK Publishing
• Everything Kids’ Astronomy Book by Kathi Wagner and Sheryl Racine 
• The Handy Space Answer Book by Phillis Egelbert and Diane L. Dupuis 
• Moonshot: The Flight of Apollo 11 by Brian Floca
• Big Bang: The Tongue-Tickling Tale of a speck That Became Spectacular 
 by Carolyn Cinami DeCristofano


